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Abstract
Phased arrays are primarily a method of generating and receiving ultrasound, not
a new technology. In addition, the physics of ultrasound generated by phased arrays is
identical to that from conventional monocrystals. Not surprisingly, all the major North
American (and some European) codes accept phased arrays, either explicitly or implicitly.
However, the technique and procedures needs to be proven, typically by a Performance
Demonstration.
The ASME (American Society for Mechanical Engineers) Section V and API
RP2X explicitly accept phased arrays. Three ASME code cases have been written
specifically for manual phased array: Code Cases 2541, 2557 and 2558. Over and above
the general requirements of Article 4, these Code Cases require full waveform calibration.
This is echoed in ASTM E-2491, a Standard Guide for setting up phased arrays. In
addition, details such as focusing and reporting are addressed. The American Petroleum
Institute QUTE procedure did not need any modifications to be compatible with manual
phased arrays.
The American Welding Society (AWS) Structural Welding Code D1.1 implicitly
accepts phased arrays. New technologies such as phased arrays can be proven using
Annex K. Nonetheless, a manual phased array unit using the standard AWS probe and
displaying 45, 60 and 70o waveforms would be acceptable for D1.1 “as is”.
Overall, most major North American codes accept phased arrays; however, the
technique and procedures must be proven, often using a Performance Demonstration.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, industrial phased arrays have become very fashionable for several
reasons [1]:
Compared with conventional ultrasonics, phased arrays offer significant advantages:
•
Speed; for welds, corrosion and other components, linear (or line scanning)
scanning can increase scanning speed (and hence reduce costs) significantly.
•
Imaging; S-scans, E-scans and other 2D and 3D imaging can give much better
and more interpretable defect assessments.

•
•
•

Flexibility; phased arrays can perform a wide variety of scans, for a wide variety
of defects on many different types of components (1).
Data storage; full or even partial data storage and display allows better defect
interpretation, plus can be used for archive purposes.
Reproducibility; though not demonstrated yet by third party trials, using the same
set-up and procedure with phased arrays gives much more reproducible results
than with manual ultrasonics.

Phased arrays can be highly cost-effective, compared with conventional
ultrasonics or radiography – which is the real reason phased arrays are penetrating
industry. Phased arrays use the same physics principles as conventional ultrasound,
though there are some addition features.
2. Manual vs. Encoded Scanning

Figure 1: Photo of operator using phased arrays for weld inspection.
Phased arrays can be used in two basic ways: manually – as shown in Figure 1, or
encoded with full data collection (briefly described here for contrast). The manual
inspections emulate conventional ultrasonic weld inspections with the operator rastering
and oscillating the probe over the weld or region of interest.
2.1 Manual Phased Array (PA) Units
Manual PA units, i.e. beam sweeping units, operate like upscale monocrystal units
that can also sweep the beam. These units use a manually-held array in much the same
manner as a manual probe, i.e. the array is rastered toward and away from the weld or
component, and the operator watches the screen for defects. The main difference is that
the operator also sees an S-scan (see Figures 2 and 4 for examples) or E-scan (see Figure
1), which can assist in defect analysis.
In general, data is not collected, though screen displays can be saved and reported.
In some manual units, it is possible to collect scans using time-based data collection;
however, this data is inherently unreliable compared with encoded data since the

measured defect length will depend on the operator’s scanning speed, and the lengths are
not calibrated. Time-based scanning, or beam sweeping, is specifically not acceptable for
AUT codes such as ASME Code Case 2235 [2].
What beam sweeping units cannot realistically do is store full data, perform
multiple functions simultaneously, and perform linear scanning. In other words, manual
PA inspections are not auditable. In addition, they are inherently operator dependant.
Figure 2 shows a typical manual PA unit.

Figure 2: Commercial manual PA unit: Olympus NDT’s OmniScan M.
2.2 Encoded PA Units
Encoded phased array units have the capability of using an encoder for collecting
and storing scan data and probe position data. Encoded PA units can collect full A-scan
waveform data, store and manipulate displays to give “top, side, end” views and process
this data. In other words, encoded PA units are a portable, low cost AUT (Automated
Ultrasonic Testing) system, whereas beam sweeping PA units are glorified monocrystal
units. Scanned data can be replayed for offline data analysis with encoded units.
3. Codes
Are phased arrays acceptable to the various codes? The short answer is “yes”.
Most major codes (specifically ASME Section V, AWS D1.1 and API) accept phased
arrays as a technology, BUT the procedures and processes need to be demonstrated.
3.1 American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Section V Article 4
ASME is arguably the most advanced in accepting phased arrays, and has
approved three Code Cases for manual phased arrays for weld inspections (CC 2541,

2557 and 2558 [2]). Code Case 2557 is for S-scan (Sectorial scan, or swept angle scan),
and 2558 is for E-scans (electronic raster scanning at fixed angle) scans. CC 2541 is for
single beam scanning, so is of little practical value.
These Code Cases are built on Section V Article 4 principles [3], with some
additional features. With phased arrays, it is possible to electronically focus the beam.
Consequently, the Code Cases require the same beam focusing to be used for calibration
as for scanning. If it is not possible to calibrate over the range of interest, then a different
focal depth must be used.
As required by Article 4 and the Code Cases, full coverage of the weld is essential.
OmniScan M addresses this aspect in the latest software release by providing ray tracing
displays that show actual coverage of the weld, plus defect locations (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Screen display on OmniScan M showing S-scan, defect in overlay and ray
tracing.
3.2 ASME & ASTM Phased Array Calibration
Article 4 requires all waveforms to be calibrated, and this applies to phased arrays
as well. First, it is necessary to calibrate the wedge delay as wedge path will vary with
phased array probes. With both an S-scan and an E-scan, the beam exit point moves with
scanning, and this must be compensated for. In practice, this is straightforward with the
OmniScan M as the software has tools to compensate using a simple scan over a side
drilled hole (SDH).
Calibrating E-scans is straightforward once the wedge delay is compensated for.
Attenuation in the wedge will vary, but can be electronically compensated.
Calibrating S-scans (swept angle scans) is more demanding. Signal amplitudes
vary with sweep from the natural wedge angle, with path length and are also dependent
on array, material, calibration reflector etc. These factors are primarily due to physics, but

can be compensated for. ASME CC 2557 requires full waveform calibration for S-scans.
With OmniScan M, this is readily performed using the Auto-TCG function. Here the
beam is scanned over a series of SDH at varying depths (see Figure 4). The signal
amplitudes from these SDHs are stored, and electronically boosted to the calibration level
(e.g. 80% FSH). This way, any SDH in the range and sweep of the S-scan “pie” reflects
at the same amplitude. A similar set-up procedure using this Angle Corrected Gain is
defined in ASTM E-2491-06 [4].

Figure 4: Schematic showing calibration procedure with Auto-TCG function in
OmniScan.
If the calibration block has other signals that interfere with the calibration, the
OmniScan “calibration by sector” approach can be used. Here, the full S-scan range can
be divided into selected angle ranges for calibration to avoid these extraneous signals.
3.3 American Petroleum Institute (API)
The API recommended practices cover a wide variety of pipeline, refinery,
offshore and other petrochemical component inspections, many using manual ultrasonics.
API in principle accepts phased arrays, though again the techniques require approval. A
recent trial showed that OmniScan M can fulfill the requirements of API QUTE 1 and 2
without any changes.
The requirements of both API 1104 for pipeline and API RP2X [5] for structural
welded components (e.g. TKY) can be met using standard calibration blocks and
procedures without any special accommodations for phased array. No changes to the
techniques of procedures are required. If operator qualification is required, then RP2X
provides guidelines.
3.4 American Welding Society (AWS)
The AWS D1.1 [6] and D1.5 codes cover welding of civil infrastructure and
bridges. Again, AWS accepts phased arrays in principle, though techniques need

approval. Using Olympus NDT’s AWS-dimensioned array and S-scans, OmniScan M
can fulfill the manual inspection requirements of the D1.1 code with a single probe.
OmniScan M can show displays at 45o, 60o and 70o simultaneously (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: AWS screen display for manual PA.
In addition to faster scanning, electronic set-ups allow direct AWS Indication
Rating readings of defect amplitudes. These readings can be shown in the OmniScan
reading field above the display (see Figure 6).

Figure 6: Typical AWS Defect Table from OmniScan; IR is at right.
4. Summary
Once calibrated, phased array manual scanning is similar to conventional manual
ultrasonics, with major advantages.
•
Speed: multi-angle S-scans fulfill requirements for several angles simultaneously.
•
Flexibility: electronic set-ups permit quick modifications for changing conditions.
•
Imaging: S-scan and E-scan imaging provide significantly more information than
standard A-scans, with better detection and sizing possibilities.
•
Image storage: select images can be stored for re-analysis or archiving purposes.
•
Ray tracing: shows coverage and defect location in the weld.
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